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Abstract
We present a cross-lingual summarisation corpus with long documents in a source language
associated with multi-sentence summaries in a
target language. The corpus covers twelve language pairs and directions for four European
languages, namely Czech, English, French
and German, and the methodology for its creation can be applied to several other languages.
We derive cross-lingual document-summary
instances from Wikipedia by combining lead
paragraphs and articles’ bodies from language
aligned Wikipedia titles. We analyse the proposed cross-lingual summarisation task with
automatic metrics and validate it with a human
study. To illustrate the utility of our dataset
we report experiments with multi-lingual pretrained models in supervised, zero- and fewshot, and out-of-domain scenarios.
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Introduction

document-summary pairs. Although initial efforts
have overwhelmingly focused on English, more
recently, with the advent of cross-lingual representations (Ruder et al., 2019) and large pre-trained
models (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020), research on multi-lingual summarisation (i.e., building monolingual summarisation systems for different languages) has been gaining momentum (Chi
et al., 2020b; Scialom et al., 2020).
While creating large-scale multi-lingual summarisation datasets has proven feasible (Straka
et al., 2018; Scialom et al., 2020), at least for the
news domain, cross-lingual datasets are more difficult to obtain. In contrast to monolingual summarisation, naturally occurring documents in a
source language paired with summaries in different
target languages are rare. For this reason, existing approaches either create large-scale synthetic
data using back-translation (Zhu et al., 2019; Cao
et al., 2020), translate the input documents (Ouyang
et al., 2019), or build document-summary pairs
from social media annotations and crowd-sourcing
(Nguyen and Daumé III, 2019). Recent efforts
(Ladhak et al., 2020) have been directed at the creation of a large-scale cross-lingual dataset in the
domain of how-to guides. Despite being a valuable
resource, how-to guides are by nature relatively
short documents (391 tokens on average) and their
summaries limited to brief instructional sentences
(mostly commands).

Given a document in a source language (e.g.,
French), cross-lingual summarisation aims to produce a summary in a different target language (e.g.,
English). The practical benefits of this task are
twofold: it not only provides rapid access to salient
content, but also enables the dissemination of relevant content across speakers of other languages.
For instance, providing summaries of articles from
French or German newspapers to non-French or
non-German speakers; or enabling access to summary descriptions of goods, services, or knowledge
To further push research on cross-lingual sumavailable online in foreign languages. Figure 1 marisation, we propose a large dataset with
shows an example of an input document in French
document-summary pairs in four languages: Czech,
(left) and its summary in English and other lan- English, French, and German.1 Inspired by past reguages (right).
search on monolingual descriptive summarisation
Recent years have witnessed increased interest
(Sauper and Barzilay, 2009; Zopf, 2018; Liu et al.,
in abstractive summarisation (Rush et al., 2015; 2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019a; Perez-Beltrachini
Zhang et al., 2020) thanks to the popularity of neu- et al., 2019; Hayashi et al., 2021), we derive crossral network models and the availability of datasets
1
(Sandhaus, 2008; Hermann et al., 2015; Grusky
Although we focus on this language subset in this paper,
et al., 2018) containing hundreds of thousands of
we plan to release further languages in the future.
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Figure 1: Example source document in French and target summaries in German, French, Czech and English.

lingual datasets from Wikipedia2 , which we collectively refer to as XWikis. We exploit Wikipedia’s
Interlanguage links and assume that given any
two related Wikipedia titles, e.g., Huile d’Olive
(French) and Olive Oil (English), we can pair the
the lead paragraph from one title with the body
of the other. We assume that the lead paragraph
can stand as the summary of the article (see Figure 1). Our dataset covers different language pairs
and enables different summarisation scenarios with
respect to: degree of supervision (supervised, zeroand few-shot), combination of languages (crosslingual and multi-lingual), and language resources
(high- and low-resource).
To illustrate the utility of our dataset we report
experiments on supervised, zero-shot, few-shot,
and out-of-domain cross-lingual summarisation.
For the out-of-domain setting, we introduce Voxeurop, a cross-lingual news dataset.3 In experiments,
following recent work (Ladhak et al., 2020), we
focus on All-to-English summarisation. In addition
to assessing supervised and zero-shot performance
of multilingual pre-trained models (Liu et al., 2020;
Tang et al., 2020), we also provide a training mechanism for few-shot cross-lingual summarisation.4

Wikipedia title, the lead section provides an
overview conveying salient information, while the
body provides detailed information. Indeed, the
body is a long multi-paragraph text generally structured into sections discussing different aspects of
the Wikipedia title. We can thus consider the body
and lead paragraph as a document-summary pair.
Furthermore, a Wikipedia title can be associated
with Wikipedia articles in various languages also
composed by a lead section and body. Based on
this insight, we propose the cross-lingual abstractive document summarisation task of generating
an overview summary in a target language Y from
a long structured input document in a source language X. Figure 1 illustrates this with an example. For the Wikipedia title Huile d’Olive (Olive
Oil), it shows the French document on the left and
overview summaries in German, French, Czech,
and English on the right.
Below, we describe how our dataset was created,
analyse its main features (Section 2.1), and present
a human validation study (Section 2.2).

Cross-Lingual Summarisation Pairs From a
set of Wikipedia titles with articles (i.e., lead paragraph and body) in N languages, we can create
N!
2 The XWikis Corpus
(N −2)! cross-lingual summarisation sets DX →Y ,
considering all possible language pairs and direcWikipedia articles are organised into two main
tions. Data points (DocX , SumY ) in DX →Y are
parts, a lead section and a body. For a given
created, as discussed in the previous section, by
2
combining the body of articles for titles tX in lanhttps://www.wikipedia.org/
3
http://voxeurop.eu. We were given authorisation
guage X with the lead paragraph of articles for corby Voxeurop SCE publishers https://voxeurop.eu/
responding titles tY in language Y . In this work,
en/legal-notice-privacy/
4
Code and data are available at https://github. we focus on four languages, namely English (en),
com/lauhaide/clads.
German (de), French (fr), and Czech (cs).
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Dataset
Lang
Pairs SumL DocL
MultiLing’13
40
30 185 4,111
MultiLing’15
38
30 233 4,946
Global Voices
15
229
51 359
WikiLingua
18 45,783
39 391
XWikis (comp.)
4 213,911
77 945
XWikis (para.)
4
7,000
76 972

H

en
de
fr
cs

en

de

fr

cs

425,279 468,670 148,519
376,803
252,026 109,467
312,408 213,425
91,175
64,310 53,275 51,578

Table 1: Total number of document-summary pairs
in the XWikis corpus considering all language pairs
and directions. Each table cell corresponds to a crosslingual dataset DX →Y .

To create such summarisation sets DX →Y , we
first use Wikipedia Interlanguage Links to align
titles across languages, i.e., align title tX ∈ X with
tY ∈ Y .5 Then, from the aligned titles tX − tY ,
we retain those whose articles permit creating a
data point (DocX , SumY ). In other words, tX ’s
article body and tY ’s lead section should obey the
following length restrictions: a) the body should
be between 250 and 5,000 tokens long and b) and
the lead between 20 and 400 tokens. Table 1 shows
the number of instances in each set DX →Y that we
created following this procedure.
Wikipedia titles exist in different language subsets, thus, language sets DX →Y will include different sets of titles. For better comparison in the
evaluation of our models, we would like to have exactly the same set of titles. To achieve this, we take
7,000 titles in the intersection across all language
sets. We call this subset XWikis-parallel and the
sets with remaining instances XWikis-comparable.
For further details about the data collection process, see the Appendix A.

Table 2: Number of languages (Lang), average number
of document-summary pairs (Pairs), average summary
(SumL) and document (DocL) length in terms of number of tokens.

statistics for our XWikis corpus and existing
datasets. Our dataset is larger in terms of number
of document-summary pairs. WikiLingua (Ladhak
et al., 2020) is also larger than previous datasets,
in terms of number of instances, however, the
summarisation task is different. In XWikis, the
input documents are more than twice as long
(average number of tokens). As for the number
of languages, although in this work we focus on
four European ones, the proposed data creation
approach allows to extend the dataset to a large
number of languages including more distant pairs
(e.g., English-Chinese), as well as low-resource
and understudied languages (e.g., Gujarati and
Quechua).

Comparison with Existing Datasets Our
dataset departs from existing datasets in terms
of size, summarisation task, and potential for
extension to additional languages. Table 2 shows

Summarisation Task We carry out a detailed
analysis of our XWikis corpus to characterise the
summarisation task it represents and assess the
validity of the created summarisation data points
(DocX , SumY ). In the first instance, we do this
through automatic metrics. Since metrics that
are based on token overlap (Grusky et al., 2018;
Narayan et al., 2018) cannot be directly applied to
our cross-lingual data, we carry out some automatic
analysis on the monolingual version of the corpus
instead, i.e., (DocX , SumX ) instances. We first
validate the assumption that the lead paragraph can
serve as a summary for the article body. Table 3
provides statistics per language pair, for XWikiscomparable6 , and averaged over all language pairs
for XWikis-parallel.
Size. The top part of Table 3 provides an
overview of the summarisation task in terms of
size. The documents are long, with an overall average of 952 tokens, 40 sentences (note that sentence length is thus ~23 tokens) and 6 sections.

5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:
Interlanguage_links

6
We compute statistics and metrics on the monolingual
subsets from de-en, fr-en, and cs-en.

Monolingual Summarisation Data A byproduct of our data extraction process is the
creation of multi-lingual summarisation data. Each
DX →Y set has its corresponding monolingual
DX →X version. Data points (DocX , SumX ) in
DX →X are created by combining the body of
articles for titles tX in language X with the lead
paragraph of articles in the same language X.
2.1

Features of XWikis Dataset
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XWikis (comp)
XWikis
de
fr
cs (para)
Words/Doc
906
1040
890 972
Sents/Doc
41
38
42
42
Sections/Doc
5
7
6
6
Words/Sum
56
59
65
61
Sents/Sum
3
2
3
3
Aspects
253,425 248,561 65,151 9,283
Coverage
65.53 72.23 55.97 65.41
Density
1.23
1.51
0.99 1.23
Compression
17.44 20.16 15.12 18.35
% new unigrams 33.30 26.77 42.29 33.25
bigrams 80.70 73.19 85.17 79.51
trigrams 93.60 90.25 95.19 93.17
4-grams 97.98 95.68 97.98 97.11
L EAD
19.09 23.51 20.21 20.88
E XT-O RACLE
24.59 28.38 24.25 25.95
Table 3: XWikis statistics (number of words and sentences per document (/Doc) and summary (/Sum)) and
task characterisation metrics.

Such lengthy documents are challenging for current neural summarisation models which struggle
to represent multi-paragraph text; most approaches
rely on an initial separate extractive step (Liu et al.,
2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019a; Perez-Beltrachini
et al., 2019). Each section describes a different
aspect of its related Wikipedia title (Hayashi et al.,
2021). We analyse the average number of sections
per document as a proxy for the complexity of the
content selection sub-task. A summariser will need
to learn which aspects are summary-worthy and
extract content from different sections in the input
document. Summaries are also long with 60 tokens
and 3 sentences on average.
Content Diversity. To assess the diversity of
content in the corpus, we report the number of
distinct top level section titles as an approximation (without doing any normalisation) of aspects
discussed (Hayashi et al., 2021). These high numbers, together with the average number of sections
per document, confirm that our dataset represents
multi-topic content.

proaches.7 When the summarisation task is extractive in nature (i.e., the summaries copy text
spans from the input document), extractive methods ought to perform well.
The set of automatic metrics proposed in Grusky
et al. (2018), indicates the extent to which a summary is composed by textual fragments from the
input document, i.e., extractive fragments. Coverage, measures the average number of tokens in the
summary that are part of an extractive fragment;
Density, indicates the average length of the set of
extractive fragments. As shown in Table 3, Coverage is high, specially for de and fr sets, while Density is quite low. This indicates that the summaries
overlap in content with the input documents but
not with the same phrases. Although summaries
are not short, the compression ratio is high given
the size of the input documents. This highlights the
rather extreme content selection and aggregation
imposed by the summarisation task. The second
set of metrics proposed in Narayan et al. (2018),
measures the percentage of new n-grams appearing
in the summary (i.e., not seen in the input document), and shows a similar trend. The percentage
of novel unigrams is low but increases sharply for
higher ngrams.
The last two rows in Table 3 report ROUGE-L
for two extractive methods. L EAD creates a summary by copying the first K tokens of the input
document, where K is the size of the reference
and performs well when the summarisation task is
biased to content appearing in the first sentences
of the document. E XT-O RACLE selects a subset
of sentences that maximize ROUGE-2 (Lin, 2004)
with respect to the reference summaries (Nallapati
et al., 2017; Narayan et al., 2018) and performs well
when the summarisation task is mostly extractive.
As we can see, L EAD is well below E XT-O RACLE
(~4 ROUGE-L points on average), indicating no
lead bias (i.e., summary-worthy content is not in
the beginning of the document). E XT-O RACLE performs better, however, considering the high levels
of Coverage, it does not seem to cover all salient
content. This indicates that important content is
scattered across the document in different sentences
(not all of which are selected by E XT-O RACLE)
and that phrasing is different (see jump from % of
novel unigrams to bigrams). The French subset,
has the highest Coverage (conversely the lower %
of novel unigrams), and thus is more amenable to

Level of Abstraction. To characterise the summarisation task in terms of level of abstraction,
we analyse content overlap of document-summary
pairs using automatic metrics (Grusky et al., 2018;
Narayan et al., 2018) and then evaluate the performance of two extractive summarisation ap9411
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Extractive methods were run on validation splits.

Dataset
Overall
Sentence

de → en fr → en cs → en
71.7%
66.2%

96.6%
77.4%

73.3%
60.5%

Table 4: Proportion of yes answers given to questions
of Overall summary and Sentence adequacy. Judgments elicited for cross-lingual document-summary
pairs in three languages.

the extractive methods.
2.2

Validation through Human Evaluation

3
3.1

All-to-English Summarisation
Task

Following previous work (Ladhak et al., 2020), the
specific cross-lingual task that we address is generating English summaries from input documents
in different (source) languages. In the context of
cross-lingual summarisation, we assume that a) we
have enough data to train a monolingual summarizer in a source language; b) we want to port this
summarizer to a different target language without
additional data (zero-shot) or a handful of training examples (few-shot); and c) the representations
learnt by the monolingual summarizer to carry out
the task, i.e., select relevant content and organise
it in a short coherent text, should transfer or adapt
to the cross-lingual summarisation task. The main
challenges in this setting are understanding the input documents in a new language which may have
new relevance clues and translating them into the
target language.
Specifically, we assume we have access to monolingual English data (Docen , Sumen ) to learn an
English summariser, and we study the zero- and
few-shot cross-lingual scenarios when the input
to this model is in a language other than English
(i.e., German, French, and Czech). We further exploit the fact that our XWikis corpus allows us
to learn cross-lingual summarisation models in a
fully supervised setting, and establish comparisons
against models with weaker supervision signals.
Our fully supervised models follow state-of-the-art
approaches based on Transformers and pre-training
(Liu and Lapata, 2019b; Lewis et al., 2020). We
simulate zero- and few- shot scenarios by considering subsets of the available data instances.

To further complement automatic evaluation, we
carried out a human evaluation study to assess
the quality of cross-lingual data instances (DocX ,
SumY ). In other words, we validate the assumption that given a pair of aligned titles tX − tY , the
lead paragraph in language Y is a valid overview
summary of the document body in language X.
As this evaluation requires bilingual judges, we
selected three language pairs, namely Dde→en ,
Df r→en and Dcs→en and recruited three judges
per pair, i.e., bilingual in German-English, FrenchEnglish, and Czech-English. We selected 20 data
instances from each set and asked participants to
give an overall judgement of summary adequacy.
Specifically, they were asked to provide a yes/no
answer to the question Does the summary provide
a general overview of the Wikipedia title?. In addition, we elicited more fine-grained judgments by
asking participants to ascertain for each sentence in
the summary whether it was supported by the document. We elicited yes/no answers to the question
Does the sentence contain facts that are supported
by the document?. We expect judges to answer no
3.2 Approach
when the content of a sentence is not discussed in
the document and yes otherwise.
We formalise cross-lingual abstractive summarisation as follows. Given input document DocX in
Table 4 shows the proportion of yes answers
given by our judges for the three language pairs. language X represented as a sequence of tokens
Overall, judges view the summary as an accept- x = (x1 · · · x|x| ), our task is to generate SumY
able overview of the Wikipedia title and its doc- in language Y . The target summary is also repreument. The same picture emerges when consid- sented as sequence of tokens y = (y1 · · · y|y| ) and
on x by a
ering the more fine-grained sentence-based judg- generated token-by-token conditioning
Q|y|
ments. 66.2% of the summary sentences are sup- summarisation model pθ as t=1 pθ (yt |y1..t−1 , x).
ported by the document in the German-English pair,
Our summarisation model is based on mBART 50
77.4% for French-English, and 60.5% for Czech- (Tang et al., 2020), a pre-trained multi-lingual
English. We also used Fleiss’s Kappa to estab- sequence-to-sequence model. mBART 50 (Tang
lish inter-annotator agreement between our judges. et al., 2020) is the result of fine-tuning mBART (Liu
This was 0.48 for German-English speakers, 0.55
et al., 2020) with a multi-lingual machine translafor French-English, and 0.59 for Czech-English.
tion objective (i.e., fine-tuning with several lan9412

guage pairs at the same time). The fine-tuning process extends the number of languages from 25 to 50.
BART (Liu et al., 2020) follows a Transformer
encoder-decoder architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
It was trained on a collection of monolingual documents in 25 different languages to reconstruct
noised input sequences which were obtained by
replacing spans of text with a mask token or permuting the order of sentences in the input.
Although pre-trained models like mBART 50
provide multi-lingual representations for language
understanding and generation, they require adjustments in order to be useful for abstractive
summarisation. Given a training dataset D
|D|
with document-summary instances {xn , yn }n=1
starting from a model with parameters θ given
by mM BART 50, we fine-tune to minimise the
negative log likelihood on the training dataset,
1 P|D|
LN LL = − |D|
n=1 log pθ (yn |xn ). If D is instantiated by a cross-lingual dataset (i.e., DX→Y )
we directly fine-tune on the target cross-lingual
task. However, in our zero and few-shot settings we
only have monolingual summarisation data available. We therefore assume D to be an English
monolingual set (i.e., Den→en ).
In the zero-shot scenario, a monolingual summariser English summariser is used for crosslingual summarisation and we assume that the parameters of the English model will be shared to a
certain extent across languages (Chi et al., 2020a).
In the few-shot scenario, we assume that in addition
to monolingual summarisation data, we also have
access to a small dataset SX→en with cross-lingual
summarisation examples. Although it might be possible to curate cross-lingual summaries for a small
number of examples, using these in practice for
additional model adaptation can be challenging. In
this work propose an approach reminiscent of the
few-shot Model Agnostic Meta-Learning (MAML)
algorithm (Finn et al., 2017).

outer iteration, the (meta) model parameters are
updated according to the sum of each task Ti loss
on task-specific parameters θi .8 At test time, the
(meta) model parameters can be adapted to a new
task with one learning step using the small dataset
associated with the new task.
We assume that the multi-lingual and MT pretraining of mBART50 (and mBART) are a form
of meta-training involving several language tasks
which learn shared representations across different
languages. We then adapt the English monolingual
summariser to the cross-lingual task TX→en with
a small set of instances SX→en . We perform a
single outer loop iteration and instead of taking a
copy of the (meta) parameters and updating them
after the inner loop, we combine the support set
with a monolingual sample of similar size. We
call this method light-weight First Order MAML
(LF-MAML).
We also observe that in a real-world scenario,
in addition to the small set with cross-lingual examples SX→en , there may exist documents in the
source language DocX without corresponding summaries in English. To further train the model with
additional unlabelled data, we apply a Cross-View
Training technique (CVT; Clark et al. 2018). We
exploit the fact that our fine-tuning does not start
from scratch but rather from a pre-trained model
which already generates output sequences of at
least minimal quality. We augment the set of document summary pairs x, y in SX→en with instances
x̂, ŷ where ŷ is generated by the current model and
x̂ is a different view of x. We cheaply create different views from input x by taking different layers
from the encoder.

4

Experimental Setup

Datasets and Splits We work with the Dde→en ,
Df r→en , and Dcs→en directions of our XWikis
corpus (i.e., first column in Table 1) and evaluate model performance on the XWikis-parallel set.
We split XWikis-comparable into training (95%)
and validation (5%) sets.
To train an English monolingual summariser, we
created a monolingual dataset Den→en following
the procedure described in Section 2 (lead paragraph and body of Wikipedia articles). We selected a set of Wikipedia titles disjoint from those

MAML is an optimisation-based learning-tolearn algorithm which involves meta-training and
meta-testing phases. Meta-training encourages
learning representations which are useful across
a set of different tasks and can be easily adapted,
i.e., with a few data instances and a few parameter updates, to an unseen task during meta-testing.
More concretely, meta-training consists of nested
optimisation iterations: inner iterations take the
8
A simplified version, First-Order MAML, updates the
(meta) model parameters θmeta and compute for
(meta) model parameters directly with the derivative of the
each task Ti a new set of parameters θi . In the
last inner loop gradient update (Finn et al., 2017).
9413

Den→en
Dde→en
Df r→en
Dcs→en

All
55.16
52.05
56.05
53.37

800 ParaLexRank.600
51.83
51.88
48.64
48.60
51.78
51.86
50.20
50.47

Table 5: ROUGE-L recall for source document against
reference monolingual summary computed against all
input tokens (All), the first 800 tokens and the 600 tokens extracted with paragraph-based L EX R ANK.

in our XWikis corpus. This dataset has 300,000
instances with 90/5/5 percent of instances in training/validation/test subsets. It follows similar characteristics to the data in our XWikis corpus with an
average document and summary length of 884 and
70 tokens, respectively.

Paragraph Extraction To deal with very long
documents, we carry out an initial extractive step
(Liu et al., 2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019a). Specifically, we rank document paragraphs (represented
as vectors of their tf-idf values) using L EX R ANK
(Erkan and Radev, 2004) and then select the top
ranked paragraphs up to a budget of 600 tokens. Table 5 reports ROUGE-L recall of the input against
the reference summary (note that to measure this
we take the monolingual summary associated with
the document rather than the cross-lingual one). As
can be seen, the extractive step reduces the document to a manageable size without sacrificing too
much content. Note that after ranking, selected
paragraphs are kept in their original position to
avoid creating a bias towards important information coming at the beginning of the input sequence.

4.1

Models

We evaluated a range of extractive and abstractive summarisation models detailed below. In
cases where translation is required we used the
Google API.9
Extractive We applied extractive approaches on
the source documents. Extracted sentences were
the translated into English to create a summary in
the target language.
1. E XT-O RACLE This extractive approach builds
summaries by greedily selecting sentences
from the input that together maximize
ROUGE-2 against the reference summary. We
implemented this upper bound following Nallapati et al. (2017)’s procedure. For datasets
DX→en , we take the monolingual summary
associated to the input document as a proxy
for ROUGE-based selection.
2. L EAD The first K tokens from the input document are selected where K is the length of
the reference summary.
3. L EX R ANK This approach uses tf-idf graphbased sentence ranking (Erkan and Radev,
2004) to select sentences from the input and
then takes first K tokens (where K is the
length of the reference summary).
Supervised We fine-tuned three separate models
based on mBART (Liu et al., 2020) and mBART 50
(Tang et al., 2020) in a supervised fashion on the
three cross-lingual datasets (Dde→en , Df r→en , and
Dcs→en ). This provides an upper-bound on achievable performance. Additionally, we trained an English summariser on the separate English dataset
Den→en (described in the previous section) for our
zero and few-shot scenarios.

Out of Domain Data To evaluate the robustness
of cross-lingual models on non-Wikipedia text, we
Translated This is a translate and summarise
created an out of domain dataset from the European
pipeline approach. We first translate the input docnews site Voxeurop. This site contains news arti- uments Docde , Docf r , and Doccs into English and
cles composed of a summary section (with multi- then apply a monolingual English summariser.
sentence summaries) and a body written and translated into several languages by professional jour- Zero-Shot A monolingual English summariser
is directly applied to summarise Docde , Docf r , and
nalists and translators. We extracted from this site
2,666 summary-article pairs in German, French, Doccs documents into English. We fine-tune the
entire network except the embedding layer. We
Czech, and English. The average document length
report experiments with mBART 50 (and mBART).
in tokens is 842 and the summary length 42. We
9
used 2,000 instances for evaluation and reserved
Translation was supported by Google Cloud Platform
the rest for model adaptation.
credits.
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Translated

—

30.69 30.63 30.39

Zero

—

30.10 29.78 28.64

—
—
—
—

30.84
31.06
30.40
31.19

Few

300 LF-MAML
300 FT
300 CVT
1K LF-MAML

Supervised

de-en
23.75
24.95
24.22
32.37

fr-en
25.01
24.74
24.33
32.18

30.44
30.39
30.12
30.77

cs-en
25.09
24.35
23.68
32.84

30.15
30.36
29.39
31.02

32.53 32.95 31.84 33.72
—

31.53 31.35 31.25

Zero

—

31.70 30.97 31.14

—
—
—
—

31.96
31.77
31.77
32.01

mBART 50
Few

Translated
300 LF-MAML
300 FT
300 CVT
1K LF-MAML

31.17
31.39
31.08
31.46

31.73
31.67
31.91
32.00

Table 6: ROUGE-L F1 X → en XWikis test sets.

Few-Shot These models are based on fine-tuned
monolingual English summarisers subsequently
adapted to the cross-lingual task with a small set
of examples SX→en . We present experiments with
mBART and mBART 50 pre-trained models. We
evaluate three few-shot variants (see Section 3.2).
LF-MAML is the light-weight First Order MAML
version, FT is a fine-tuned version where only
cross-attention and layer normalisation layers are
fine-tuned, and CVT incorporates additional unlabelled instances into the adaptation step. We also
consider two settings with |SX→en | being 300 and
1,000 few instances. Note that in each case we take
1/3 for validation, and the rest for training. For
CVT, we generate two views, x̂m and x̂u , for each
input document x in SX→en by taking a middle encoder representation (x̂m the hidden states at layer
6) and another by taking an upper encoder representation (x̂u the hidden states at layer 11). Intuitively,
these provide different levels of abstraction from
the input document.

E XT-O RACLE
L EAD
L EX R ANK

en
20.83
17.17
16.65

de-en
17.81
17.13
16.32

fr-en
17.90
16.61
16.32

cs-en
17.63
17.07
16.48

Zero
21.68 19.54 19.49 18.92
300 LF-MAML — 22.32 22.42 22.26
300 FT
— 21.86 21.74 21.72

mBART 50 mBART
Few
Few

en
31.33
25.45
25.23
31.62

mBART

E XT-O RACLE
L EAD
L EX R ANK
Supervised

Zero
21.28 21.04 20.66 21.30
300 LF-MAML — 21.87 21.90 22.11
300 FT
— 21.79 21.53 21.95

Table 7: ROUGE-L F1 X → en Voxeurop test sets.

Does Zero-Shot Work? Zero-shot (with a monolingual English summariser) grasps the gist of
the document, and some representations are indeed transferred. Despite the summariser being
learnt on monolingual English data, when presented with documents in other languages (i.e.,
German/French/Czech) it manages to produce a
summary which, according to ROUGE, is better
than extractive baselines (including E XT-O RACLE).
However, across languages, zero-shot results are below the Supervised upper-bound (see second block
in Table 6). This gap is highest when summarizing
from Czech to English.
Can we Beat Machine Translation? In agreement with previous work (Ladhak et al., 2020), we
find that Supervised models are better than Translated ones. Zero versions with mBART50 perform
slightly below Translated, except for German-toEnglish (this is more surprising for mBART which
has not seen any cross-language links during pretraining). Interestingly, Few with mBART50 and
300 training instances achieves comparable performance, which indicates that the summariser can
improve on the new cross-lingual task by seeing
only a few examples. We observe a similar trend
for mBART even though it never sees any crosslingual examples during pre-training.

Which Few-Shot Model is Better? FL-MAML
performs well across languages both in the 300
and 1K settings. Indeed, in this last configuration it beats Translated and gets closer to Super5 Results and Analysis
vised using a relatively small training set (~600
In this section we discuss our cross-lingual sum- instances — the rest is used for validation). The permarisation results (Table 6 and Table 7). We pro- formance of FT and CVT variants varies depending
vide examples of model output (and additional ex- on the language. FT (which only fine-tunes crossattention) helps when summarizing from French
periments) in Appendix C.
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whereas CVT helps when summarizing from Czech.
The latter model benefits from potentially noisier
unlabelled instances.
Is Out-of-Domain Summarisation Feasible?
Table 7 shows the performance of a monolingual
English summariser (trained on XWikis) and tested
on the Voxeurop dataset. There is indeed a penalty
for domain shift by approximately 10 ROUGE
points (compare row Zero in Table 7 with rows
Supervised/Zero in Table 6). Overall, Few-shot
manages to improve upon Zero-shot, even though
the few training instances come from a more distant distribution than the one used to pre-train the
monolingual summariser (i.e., different genres).
Which Pre-trained Model? Our experiments
identify mBART as the weakest pre-trained model,
reporting lower ROUGE scores across languages,
domains, and training settings (e.g., supervised,
zero- and few-shot). mBART50 benefits from finetuning on machine translation and this knowledge
is useful to our summarisation task.
Are there Differences between Languages? In
the XWikis corpus (and mostly with mBART)
Czech-to-English has the lowest performance.
However, this gap disappears when applying
Few-shot variants to the summarisation task. In
Voxeurop, there are no discernible differences
amongst language pairs; this is probably due to
the fact that document-summary pairs are translations across languages.
How Hard is Cross-lingual Summarisation?
The task is very challenging! XWikis documents
are long, and summarisation models must be able
to represent multi-paragraph text adequately and
isolate important content which is interspersed
through the document. This difficulty is further
compounded by the translation of content in different languages and the need for models to abstract,
rephrase, and aggregate information. Our results
in Tables 6 and 7 show that there is plenty of room
for improvement.

6

Conclusion

Future work directions are many and varied. We
would like to further investigate MAML variants
for few-shot summarisation, and expand on document views for CVT (e.g., by looking at semantic
roles and discourse relations).
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A

The XWikis Corpus

Dataset Creation Our corpus was created with
English, German, French and Czech Wikipedia
dumps from June 2020.10 We adapted Wikiextractor (Attardi, 2015) to obtain the lead section and
body of Wikipedia articles. We preserved the structure of the input document, and section mark-ups
were kept (e.g., <h2>). We used a dump of the
same date for the table containing the Wikipedia
Interlanguage Links.11 We performed text normalisation (a variant of NFKC normalization) with
sentence-piece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018).

B

Experiments

All our models were built on top of the fairseq
library (Ott et al., 2019) code base.
Text Processing For sentence splitting and tokenisation in German, French and English, we
used the Stanza Python NLP Package (Qi et al.,
2020). For Czech, we used the MorphoDiTa package (Straka and Straková, 2016).
Training Details For mBART 50 (Tang et al.,
2020), we used the checkpoint provided as
mMBART 50 finetuned many-to-many
and for mBART the mBART.cc25 checkpoint,
both available in the fairseq library (Ott et al.,
2019). We reused mBART’s 250K sentencepiece
(Kudo and Richardson, 2018) model which was
trained using monolingual data for 100 languages.
However, to reduce the size of the model to fit
our GPU availability we carried out the following
modifications. We trimmed the vocabulary to
135K. We first applied the sentencepiece encoder
to the language sets in our XWikis corpus (Table 1)
and the English data (used to train the monolingual
summariser Den→en ) to generate a reduced
dictionary. Then, we trimmed the dictionary and
the models’ embeddings (taking care to map
indices from the original dictionary to the reduced
one). We further slimmed-down the position
embeddings layer from 1,024 to 600.
Supervised fine-tuning of mBART and
mBART 50 was carried out for 20K updates with a
batch size of 80 instances, following previous work
(Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). We used the
Adam optimizer (=1e-6 and β2 =0.98) with linear
learning rate decay scheduling. We set dropout

rate to 0.3 and attention-dropout to 0.1. We used
half precision (fp16) and additionally set the
weight decay to 0.01 and clipped gradients norm
to 0.1. We fine-tuned with label smoothing and
α=0.2. When fine-tuning on English mono-lingual
summarisation, we freeze the embedding layer for
mBART 50 as it showed better zero-shot results
(but not for mBART as zero shot results were
not improved). We used 4 GPUs with 12GB of
memory, fine-tuning took 2 days of training.
For the few-shot adaptation, we kept similar hyperparameters, except that we used a much smaller
batch size, i.e., 8 instances, and ran 1K updates
(300 few-shot) and 5k (1k few-shot). We monitored validation perplexity and obtained checkpoints with best perplexity. All few-shot variants
used 1 GPU with 12GB of memory (and needed
less than 10 hours of training). For the Few approaches, we sampled a subset of English Sen→en
instances of size similar to the support set SX→en
of the adaptation task TX→en and doubled its size
when in addition applying CVT. The sample of
unlabelled CVT instances had also size similar to
the task support set. Adding more unlabelled data
for CVT hurts performance. We combined data
from the three tasks, English monolingual, Few
cross-lingual instances (task support set) and unlabelled cross-lingual instances. We computed a
weighted loss with weights 0.5, 1 and 0.1 respectively (note that variants with no CVT have 0 in the
third weight).
We followed the same instance formatting as
used in Liu et al. (2020). We use special language ID tokens <LID>, postpend sentences with
the </S>, and prepend <S> at the beginning of
each sequence.

C

Results

Full Set of Metrics and Results Tables 8 and 9
are the extended versions of Tables 6 and 7 in the
paper. Here, we report ROUGE-1/2/L F1 metrics.
Example Outputs Tables 10, 11, and 12 show
example outputs by mBART 50 model variants for
the three language pairs German-English, FrenchEnglish, and Czech-English, respectively. Table 13
shows example outputs for the different mBART 50
model variants on the Voxeurop dataset.

10

https://dumps.wikimedia.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:
Interlanguage_links
11
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Le nouvel axe anti-atomique
Les Italiens, à qui il était demandé si le retour au nucléaire était une voie praticable compte tenu des coûts, du
facteur temps et des risques, ont dans leur grande majorité, définitivement exclu cette éventualité, pour la
seconde fois en un quart de siècle. Ce deuxième "non" au nucléaire impose une vaste réflexion qui ne se limite
pas à gérer les problèmes immédiats que le referendum a imposés. [...] On notera que le choix de l’Allemagne
n’est pas dicté seulement par la peur du présent ou par une angoisse intellectuelle qui a ses racines dans sa
propre histoire : c’est un pays qui, avant de dire adieu au nucléaire, investit depuis au moins une vingtaine
d’années dans les énergies renouvelables et qui, ces huit dernières années, a vu doubler les emplois dans ce
secteur. En termes d’expérience et de stratégies industrielles, il peut être utile d’en tenir compte. En ce qui
concerne la France, en dépit de ses 58 réacteurs et de ses projets de centrales de nouvelle génération, il faut
avoir présent à l’esprit qu’après Fukushima et après la décision allemande, un fort pourcentage de Français s’est
déclaré favorable à une révision de la politique de l’atome. Le président Sarkozy, tout en réaffirmant, après le
désastre japonais, le choix historique du général De Gaulle, avait créé au début de son mandat un grand
ministère de l’Ecologie, en lui donnant pour mission d’élargir le champ des énergies renouvelables et de diminuer
la dépendance envers le nucléaire. Conservateur comme Angela Merkel, Nicolas Sarkozy, a compris que le
"renouvelable" est aussi un marché et que les partis traditionnels risquent gros face aux mouvements écologique
et antinucléaire. Les Verts français ont inséré la question de l’énergie nucléaire dans leur programme d’alliance
pour 2012 avec les socialistes (en majorité pro-nucléaires). L'Europe dénucléarisée reste une utopie En matière
énergétique, les choix stratégiques nationaux sont et seront prédominants dans une vision d’ensemble
européenne, mais si deux puissances in dustrielles telles que l’Italie et l’Allemagne, membres du G8 et pays
fondateurs de l’Europe, abandonnent le nucléaire, il n’est pas illusoire de considérer que ce choix va exercer une
forte incitation au changement et aura une grande influence sur les opinions publiques des autres pays. [...] Le
ministre français de L'Industrie et de l’Energie Eric Besson réclame des négociations européennes sur les
conséquences de cette décision nationale. [...]

Erst der Atomausstieg Deutschlands, dann die Ablehnung einer
Rückkehr zur Atomenergie in Italien: Dieser Sinneswandel zweier
EU-Gründungsmitglieder könnte die übrigen Mitgliedsstaaten dazu
bewegen, sich endgültig von der Kernkraft zu verabschieden und
künftig auf erneuerbare Energien zu setzen.
De
Abandon de l’atome en Allemagne, puis rejet du retour au nucléaire
en Italie : le volte-face de deux membres fondateurs de l’UE pourrait
pousser les autres Etats membres à tourner la page du nucléaire et
à miser sur les énergies renouvelables.
Fr
Germany is phasing out nuclear power and Italy has rejected its
reintroduction. This about-face by two founding members of the
European Union could encourage other member states to turn the
nuclear page and to develop renewable energies.
En
Německo a Itálie rozhodly vzdát se jaderné energie - radikální obrat
v pozicích dvou zakládajících členů EU by mohl přimět další členské
státy k odklonu od jádra a zaměřit se na obnovitelné zdroje.
Cs

Figure 2: Example from Voxeurop dataset: source document in French and target summaries in German, French,
English, and Czech.

en
de-en
fr-en
cs-en
36.40/14.21/31.33 27.78/ 5.51/23.75 29.37/ 6.73/25.01 29.33/ 5.99/25.09
29.99/ 6.07/25.45 29.25/ 5.58/24.95 28.97/ 5.57/24.74 28.58/ 5.10/24.35
30.06/ 6.43/25.23 28.71/ 5.57/24.22 28.82/ 5.64/24.33 27.88/ 5.04/23.68

E XT-O RACLE
L EAD
L EX R ANK
Supervised

35.57/13.23/31.62 35.88/13.14/32.37 35.76/12.86/32.18 36.43/13.58/32.84

Zero
Few

mBART

Translated
300 LF-MAML
300 FT
300 CVT
1K LF-MAML

Supervised

34.64/11.71/30.69 34.56/11.46/30.63 34.22/11.23/30.39

—

33.45/11.22/30.10 33.15/10.46/29.78 31.70/10.10/28.64

—
—
—
—

34.32/11.53/30.84
34.50/11.78/31.06
33.81/11.36/30.40
34.76/11.93/31.19

33.87/10.96/30.44
33.82/11.04/30.39
33.57/10.82/30.12
34.25/11.27/30.77

33.58/11.04/30.15
33.77/11.07/30.36
32.63/10.61/29.39
34.50/11.91/31.02

36.60/13.73/32.53 36.64/13.96/32.95 35.59/12.70/31.84 37.56/14.57/33.72

Translated

mBART 50
Few

—

Zero
300 LF-MAML
300 FT
300 CVT
1K LF-MAML

—

35.49/12.46/31.53 35.30/12.33/31.35 35.15/12.07/31.25

—

35.37/12.32/31.70 34.66/11.49/30.97 34.73/11.83/31.14

—
—
—
—

35.61/12.74/31.96
35.45/12.45/31.77
35.45/12.41/31.77
35.69/12.73/32.01

34.82/11.86/31.17
35.01/12.04/31.39
34.77/11.53/31.08
35.09/12.08/31.46

35.35/12.32/31.73
35.43/12.30/31.67
35.53/12.52/31.91
35.63/12.65/32.00

Table 8: ROUGE-1/2/L F1 X → en XWikis test sets.

E XT-O RACLE
L EAD
L EX R ANK
mBART 50 mBART
Few
Few

Zero
300 LF-MAML
300 FT

Zero
300 LF-MAML
300 FT

en
de-en
fr-en
cs-en
29.16/9.94/20.83 25.12/5.07/17.81 25.41/5.52/17.90 24.93/4.69/17.63
24.62/3.98/17.17 24.26/3.58/17.13 23.60/3.51/16.61 24.27/3.62/17.07
24.22/3.59/16.65 23.20/3.09/16.32 23.32/3.21/16.32 23.32/3.16/16.48
26.72/5.13/21.68 23.16/3.77/19.54 23.30/3.75/19.49 22.43/3.41/18.92
—
—

27.55/4.76/22.32 27.68/4.71/22.42 27.42/4.64/22.26
26.62/4.60/21.86 26.78/4.48/21.74 26.42/4.57/21.72

26.07/5.00/21.28 25.32/4.71/21.04 25.02/4.60/20.66 25.81/4.68/21.30
—
—

27.44/4.87/21.87 27.36/4.83/21.90 27.41/4.82/22.11
27.13/4.76/21.79 27.01/4.61/21.53 27.35/4.79/21.95

Table 9: ROUGE-1/2/L F1 X → en Voxeurop test sets.
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Reference
Translated Supervised

The “Maria Canals International Music Competition” () is an international music competition in Spain. It was founded
in 1954 by Maria Canals i Cendrós (1913–2010) and her husband Rossend Llates i Serrat (1899–1973). In 1964, the
competition was expanded to include more than 120 competitions, with over 8.000 participants from 100 countries.

300 LF-MAML

Zero

The Maria Canals International Music Competition (, ) is a music competition held yearly in the Palau de la Música
Catalana, Barcelona. It was founded as a piano competition in 1954, but in 1964 it was expanded so other modalities
could be held occasionally.

The Maria Canals International Music Competition is an international music competition organised by the Spanish
Ministry of the Interior. It is a member of the World Federation of International Music competitions. The competition is
held every year from 1954 to 2019.
The Maria Canals International Music Competition is a multi-disciplinary music competition organised by the Spanish
Ministry of the Interior. The competition is held annually in Spain. It was founded in 1954 by the Catalan pianist Maria
canals i Cendrós and her husband, Rossend Llates i Serrat.
The Maria Canals International Music Competition is a music competition held annually in Catalonia, Spain. The
competition was founded in 1954 by the Catalan pianist Maria canals i Cendrós and her husband, the composer Rossend
Llates i Serrat (1899–1973).

Supervised Reference

“Never Smile at a Crocodile” is a comic song with music by Frank Churchill and lyrics by Jack Lawrence. The music,
without the lyrics, was first heard in the Walt Disney animated film “Peter Pan”. Following the film’s release in 1953, the
sung version with Lawrence’s lyrics went on to become a children’s song classic.

Translated

“Never Smile at a Crocodile” is a song from the 1937 Disney film “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”. It was composed
by Charles Churchill, who had composed most of the soundtrack for the 1937 film, “Peter Pan”. However, the original
lyrics were later recorded by several singers, including Jerry Lewis and Rolf Harris. The song became one of the top ten
best-selling children’s songs that year.

Zero

“Never Smile at a Crocodile” is a song by American singer-songwriter John Churchill. It was first released in 1953 as
the soundtrack to the 1937 Disney film, “Blanche-Neige and the Seven Nains”. The song was later re-released as a CD in
1997.

300 FT

Table 10: Example with mBART 50 based models outputs from the validation set for German-to-English.

“Never Smile at a Crocodile” is a song by American singer-songwriter John Churchill. It was first released in 1939 as
the soundtrack to the 1937 Disney film “Blanche-Neige and the Seven Nains”. The song was later re-released as the lead
single from the 1953 film “Peter Pan”.

“Never Smile at a Crocodile” is a song by American singer-songwriter Charles Churchill. It was first released on the
Disney soundtrack to the 1937 Disney film “Blanche-Neige et les Sept Nains” in 1939, when “Peter Pan” was already in
the planning stages. However, Disney decided to discontinue the recording until 1949.

Table 11: Example with mBART 50 based models outputs from the validation set for French-to-English.
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Translated Supervised Reference
Zero
1k LF-MAML

Privacy International (PI) is a UK-based registered charity that defends and promotes the right to privacy across the
world. First formed in 1990, registered as a non-profit company in 2002 and as a charity in 2012, PI is based in London.
Its current executive director, since 2012, is Dr Gus Hosein.
Privacy International is an international non-governmental organization dedicated to protecting the privacy of individuals,
companies, and organizations. It is the world’s largest private security organization. The organization is headquartered in
Washington, D.C., and operates under the auspices of the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT).
The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT) is a non-profit organization dedicated to
providing financial information to customers of financial institutions under SWIFT. The organization was founded in
1997 and is currently headquartered in Los Angeles, California.
Privacy International is a non-profit organization dedicated to protecting the privacy and privacy of financial institutions.
It was founded in 1997 and has been active since 2003. It is the largest private security organization in the United States.
The organization is a member of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.
Privacy International is a non-profit organization dedicated to protecting and protecting the privacy of individuals,
companies and corporations. It was founded in 1997 and is one of the largest private sector organizations in the United
States. The organization’s mission is to protect and protect the privacy and data of individuals and companies

Table 12: Example with mBART 50 based models outputs from the validation set for Czech-to-English.
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Gold
Zero

This article is a list of the events that have taken place in Greece, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom in the last
decades of the twentieth century. The events that took place in Italy, Greece, Spain and Italy in the first decade of the
twenty-first century have been described as "the most important events in the history of the European Union".

Few

O RACLE
Zero

Youth unemployment in Europe has risen to 52% in Spain and Greece. In countries such as the United Kingdom, the
jobs that are on offer are invariably short-term contracts. Precarious work is now the only option for a generation
threatened by employment and poverty. However, in Europe, we may not have dictators to depose, but Monti’s
remarks are an indirect admission of the capitulation of democracy in response to the crisis.

In Europe, youth unemployment is on the rise. In Spain and Greece, it is rising to 52 per cent. But what will happen
if the governments of Greece, Spain and Italy stop cutting their pensions?

Zero

As do young southern Europeans who are leaving home to come to Germany to find a job or receive vocational
training. They not only lack companies willing to create apprenticeship positions, and patient “masters” happy to
pass on their know-how to “their” apprentices, but also the institutions, and

This is a list of events that have taken place in the last decades of the twentieth century in Europe. The most recent
events in the history of the European Union have been the events in Greece, Spain, Spain and the United Kingdom.

Few

L EAD

More than 5.5m young Europeans are without jobs. In the crisis countries in southern Europe, a generation is coming
of age with few prospects: one in two Spaniards and Greeks under 25 are unemployed, and it’s one in three in Italy
and Portugal . To them, Germany must

A message of hope for young people in Europe has been delivered by Italian Prime Minister Mario Monti, who has
deplored the fact that the unemployment rate of 20 years old is now a lost generation. But what will happen when
they are no longer in the world or when the governments of Greece, Spain and Italy reduce the level of pensions?

Zero

L EX R ANK

For many international education experts, a university education – bachelor or master’s degree, doctorate – is the
measure of all things. And it is true that the time-frame may not be ideal, as the German system is strongly dependent
on the economy.

This is a list of events that have taken place in the European Union in the past two decades. This list includes the
events that occurred in the last decade of the twentieth century, including the events of the Arab revolutions, the
collapse of the European social model, and the fall in the living standards of young people

Few

en
en
en
en
de-en
fr-en
cs-en

One in every five young Europeans is out of a job, and even one in two in some countries. Numbers like these were
enough to have the young generation rebel against governments in the Arab world, remarks a Polish columnist. What
will happen if our social model deprives young people of all hope?

Whatever leaders do this week, they are not going to bridge the gap between unemployment in Europe and poverty
in the Middle East. Instead, young people should take to the streets in Brussels to express their support for Europe,
argues Mario Monti.

Table 13: Examples from Voxeurop datasets. We show Gold summary together with three extractive baselines
(E XT-O RACLE, L EAD and L EX R ANK) on the input English document for comparison. For each cross lingual task
(de-en, fr-en, and cs-en), we report BART 50 Zero and Few Shot FL-MAML variants.
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